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Those Who Dare To DreamThose Who Dare To Dream
�� When the Wright Brothers invented a When the Wright Brothers invented a 

machine that was capable to flying in the machine that was capable to flying in the 
air, people mocked them…..butair, people mocked them…..but

�� Marie Curie once said, “Nothing in the life Marie Curie once said, “Nothing in the life 
is to be feared, it is only to be understood”is to be feared, it is only to be understood”

�� Socrates dared confront the authorities Socrates dared confront the authorities �� Socrates dared confront the authorities Socrates dared confront the authorities 
and was forced to drink poisonand was forced to drink poison

�� Copernicus and Galileo were confident Copernicus and Galileo were confident 
about their theories but they risked about their theories but they risked 
themselves stating that the sun was at the themselves stating that the sun was at the 
centre of the universe and not the earthcentre of the universe and not the earth

�� Columbus and Magellan sailed into Columbus and Magellan sailed into 
unknown waters to find new landsunknown waters to find new lands



Creative Thinking QualitiesCreative Thinking Qualities

�� They see a window where others see a wallThey see a window where others see a wall

�� They see beauty where others see dressThey see beauty where others see dress

�� They are struck by fashion where others see They are struck by fashion where others see 
showroomshowroom

�� A creative person is a sponge, sucking up all A creative person is a sponge, sucking up all �� A creative person is a sponge, sucking up all A creative person is a sponge, sucking up all 
he seeshe sees

�� A creative person has an instinct about A creative person has an instinct about 
connecting people with situationsconnecting people with situations

�� A creative person links day to day A creative person links day to day 
happenings in a fresh and original way that happenings in a fresh and original way that 
is both relevant and impactfulis both relevant and impactful



Divergent ThinkingDivergent Thinking

�� * * What if human beings start flyingWhat if human beings start flying

�� * What if all houses start moving* What if all houses start moving

�� * What if all people become mad* What if all people become mad

�� * What if all females become males* What if all females become males�� * What if all females become males* What if all females become males

�� * What if the sun rises from the west* What if the sun rises from the west

�� * What if Bradman, * What if Bradman, RanjitsinghRanjitsingh and    and    

TendulkarTendulkar were were born in born in the samethe same

countrycountry

* What if India Pakistan was one country* What if India Pakistan was one country



Creative Thinking And DreamsCreative Thinking And Dreams

�� R.L.Stevenson got the plot of Dr. Jekyll R.L.Stevenson got the plot of Dr. Jekyll 
and Mr. Hyde in a dreamand Mr. Hyde in a dream

�� Kikule discovered the structure of Kikule discovered the structure of 
molecule in a dreammolecule in a dream

�� Jack Nicklaus, the golf legend, saw a Jack Nicklaus, the golf legend, saw a �� Jack Nicklaus, the golf legend, saw a Jack Nicklaus, the golf legend, saw a 
better way of playing golf in a dreambetter way of playing golf in a dream

�� Srinivasa Ramanujam made remarkable Srinivasa Ramanujam made remarkable 
mathematical discoveries but neglected to mathematical discoveries but neglected to 
provide long, logical proofs for the same provide long, logical proofs for the same 
stating that solutions to the problems stating that solutions to the problems 
came to him in his dreams. came to him in his dreams. 



How Can We Be Creative?How Can We Be Creative?

�� *By Being More Aware*By Being More Aware

�� *By Reading More*By Reading More

�� *By Being Interested in Everything*By Being Interested in Everything

�� *By Developing the Qualities of Originality,    *By Developing the Qualities of Originality,    

Intelligence, Wit and HumorIntelligence, Wit and HumorIntelligence, Wit and HumorIntelligence, Wit and Humor

�� *By Breaking Rules and By Being a Street*By Breaking Rules and By Being a Street--SmartSmart

�� *By Trying Several Approaches*By Trying Several Approaches

�� *By Trying Foolish and Crazy Ideas*By Trying Foolish and Crazy Ideas

�� *By Trampling Upon Rules *By Trampling Upon Rules 



Ten Ways To Be More CreativeTen Ways To Be More Creative

�� Exercise your creativity muscleExercise your creativity muscle
�� Defy rules (Newtons Apple)Defy rules (Newtons Apple)
�� Follow your cat and be curiousFollow your cat and be curious
�� Carry a notebookCarry a notebook

Build castles in the airBuild castles in the air�� Build castles in the airBuild castles in the air
�� Read, read, readRead, read, read
�� Be nice to your ideasBe nice to your ideas
�� Take up new hobbiesTake up new hobbies
�� ObserveObserve
�� Do take the plungeDo take the plunge



Towards Development of Creativity Towards Development of Creativity 
Traits:Traits:

�� Question EverythingQuestion Everything

�� Plan for Scenarios both likely & unlikelyPlan for Scenarios both likely & unlikely

�� Reward for performanceReward for performance

�� Do some crazy thinkingDo some crazy thinkingDo some crazy thinkingDo some crazy thinking

�� Imagine TV story with sound offImagine TV story with sound off

�� Give your favourite cuisine a missGive your favourite cuisine a miss

�� Try Sudoku and even jigsaw puzzlesTry Sudoku and even jigsaw puzzles

�� Try and design something which you have Try and design something which you have 
never seen before.never seen before.


